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Simplifies design, installation,
and startup of commercial
lighting control systems
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SpaceBuilder
Crestron SpaceBuilder™ simplifies design,
installation, and startup of commercial lighting
control systems. Our patent-pending process
dramatically reduces the time required to complete
each phase of a lighting control project while
greatly improving efficiency and scalability.
How is this possible? It starts with our exclusive
space-based approach to system design.
With SpaceBuilder, lighting controls are specified
on a space-first basis rather than the conventional
building-first approach. This methodology
eliminates the over-specification and unnecessary

programming inherent in large, centralized lighting
control designs. Each space is configured with
the optimal control system and accessories and
nothing more.
Once installed, SpaceBuilder systems are easily
networked together seamlessly and integrated with
building management systems (BMS) and property
management systems (PMS). Organizations can
also monitor and manage AV equipment, room
scheduling, lighting, shades, climate, and energy
consumption from a single platform with Crestron
Fusion® enterprise management software.

Design
For years, lighting designers and engineers have bemoaned the tedious,
time-wasting process of finalizing submittal packages. Lighting control
might represent only 10% of a project budget, but specification easily
consumes 50% or more of the time.
With SpaceBuilder, designers specify lighting control using the same
streamlined process used for lighting fixtures. No more wading through
technical specifications - virtually anyone on the design team can now
prepare a lighting control specification and submit.

Installation
Each complete SpaceBuilder System ships in one box labeled for the space
it is intended. Rather than searching through pallets of dimmers, sensors,
and keypads in a remote staging area, installers get one box for each room
that has all the components and technical diagrams they need for that space.

Startup
SpaceBuilder enables commissioning and startup of an entire project
in record time so the building can be occupied faster. Since the controls
for each SpaceBuilder system space come pre-programmed out of
the box, there is no onsite programming required!* Once a system
is turned on, it’s ready to go.
*Does not apply to custom program systems.

SpaceBuilder saves you time
and money on every project
Compare SpaceBuilder to conventional system
design and the advantages are dramatic:
››

Faster quotes

››

Faster submittals

››

Simplified wiring and installation

››

Less components and logistics

››

Pre-programmed operations

››

Faster commissioning and start up

››

Seamless networking

Anyone can design lighting controls with
SpaceBuilder. Use the configuration worksheets
to define each SpaceBuilder system and generate
the correct part number for an instant submittal
and quote. The impact on project schedules is
immediate, freeing up creative resources to focus
on great design instead of paperwork.

Why would you do lighting control any other way?
Crestron SpaceBuilder revolutionizes commercial lighting control. Learn how SpaceBuilder can save time
and money on your next project. Visit crestronspacebuilder.com for the resources you need to start using
SpaceBuilder today. For more information, call 855-644-7643 or email clclighting@crestron.com
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